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F-shape Temporary Barrier Steel Strap Tie-down Anchors
Question
State: KS
Date: 04-26-2004
Our bridge section has been talking with Bob Bielenberg about the anchor strap regarding the drop-in anchors. I did not cc Bob
because I did not have his email address. Our concern is with the 17 kips pullout and 13.5 kip shear capacity stated being needed for
the drop-in anchors. The Red-Head Drop-in Anchor used in the crash test does not provide the capacity stated by your staff as being
needed for the strap anchor to work properly. According to the manufacturer's data as well as a test done by an independent testing
company the ¾" x 3 3/16" drop-in anchor only provides 9480 lbs and 7680 lbs for ultimate tension and shear capacity, respectively.
The values stated by MwRSF for 17kips and 13.5 kips is not possible even if the f'c=6000psi. Our bridge decks are not f'c= 6000 psi
and I doubt if your test facility pavement has f'c=6000 psi. In lieu of the drop-in anchor we have been reviewing the concrete screw
anchors. Bob Bielenberg told me about these awhile back. We really like the screw anchors as compared to the drop-in anchors.
I have attached a PDF file that summarizes the review that we have conducted on the various concrete anchors. KDOT wants to pursue
the option of using the concrete screw anchors however we need to know the capacity values needed for the anchors. We also want to
minimize the embedment length into the bridge deck. As you can see the screw anchors develop more allowable tension and shear
capacity as compared to the drop-in anchor and would like to know if it is acceptable to substitute them for the drop-in anchors. In
addition, we would also like to know the actual required capacity. The 17 kips and 13.5 kips values seem high based upon the
manufacturer data. Therefore, we do not want to specify values that exceed the recommendations provided by the manufacturer for the
drop-in anchor that you used successfully in the crash test. In addition we also want to provide the contractor with several options for
anchorage including the drop-in anchor if desired. Note that KDOT will only allow the anchor strap option when we have 2' or more
from the edge of the bridge deck to the back of the TCSB. See anchor detail PDF file.
In regards to anchorage for the TCSB I would like to propose the use of the concrete screw anchors in the bolt holes for the TCSB in
lieu of the straps. If possible, the size and number of anchors could be optimized based upon the distance from the edge of the bridge
deck to the back of the TCSB, shown as "A" in the attached PDF file. Note that KDOT will only use the through bolted option or bolts
epoxied (3 bolts per barrier on the traffic side) into the deck when A is less than 2'. An additional part of this research could also look
at using smaller diameter bolts (bolted through the bridge deck) in the TCSB with less bolts per barrier when A>2'. This option we
allow the bolts to yield or break however the deflection of the barrier would not cause the barrier to topple off of the bridge. Is it
possible that this can be done with simulation and design calculations without the need for a crash test? The benefit of this study would
be to provide the contractor with more options to anchor the TCSB to the bridge deck, reduce the number of holes in a new bridge
deck, as well as reduce the depth that the bolts are embedded into the bridge deck.

Attachment: https://mwrsf-qa.unl.edu/attachments/59f93b830046d597247eb34bda2b0e41.pdf
Attachment: https://mwrsf-qa.unl.edu/attachments/50bf2ad14bfa928ac864230d4a0c953f.pdf

Response
Date: 05-13-2004
I have come up with some answers to you questions regarding you questions about anchoring of your F-shape barrier. You basically
posed two main issues.

1. With regards to the F-shape strap tie-down developed at MwRSF, you had a question about the anchor strengths we gave as
guidelines when compared with the listed anchor strengths supplied by the anchor manufacturers. The basic issue was that only one
anchor design on the market could meet the listed anchor capacities listed in our report on the system.
In order to address the issue, I reviewed the listed anchor strengths as compared to the design strengths we used in the design of the
strap tie-down. The design criteria we used fro the strap tie down anchors were 17.3 kips in tension and 13.5 kips in shear. We selected
the REDHEAD Ramset II 3/4" drop-in anchor for our design based on its publish ultimate loads at the time of 17.3 kips in tension and
13.9 kips in shear in 4,000 psi concrete. We then conducted dynamic testing of the tension capacity of this anchor and got a value of
17.3 kips. This anchor was then used in the development and full-scale testing of the strap tie-down.
Subsequently, the manufacturer's listed ultimate strengths for this anchor and many other similar anchors have reduced significantly
from the values that were originally referenced. I have attached a chart showing all of the applicable concrete anchors along with their
manufacturers' current listed ultimate strengths and embedment depths. Based on the current published values only the Simpson Titen
HD Anchor will meet the tension and shear criteria for the design and have an embedment depth less than 5 inches. Your group had
noticed this issue as well and notified us.
I contacted REDHEAD and talked with their design engineers about the reduction in load between their original data and their current
numbers. According to REDHEAD, all of their anchor testing was originally conducted in the 70's and early 80's. These are the
numbers that have been published for years. In the mid to late nineties, the testing criteria for concrete anchors changed and currently
all anchors are tested to the an ICBO standard. The ICBO testing required testing of the anchors at critical edge distances. This
reduced the capacity rating of the anchors in the new tests. The anchors themselves have remained unchanged.
Based on the component testing anchor, the full-scale test of the strap tie-down system and the fact that the anchor design has not
changed, we believe that the REDHEAD Ramset is still a viable anchor alternative for the strap anchor. I have attached a letter from
REDHEAD stating that their anchor design has not changed since we conducted our testing here. Therefore, we currently recommend
two anchors designs for the F-shape strap tie-down; 1) the 3/4" dia. x 5" long Titen HD anchor from Simpson or 2) the 3/4" dia.
REDHEAD Ramset II drop-in anchor.
We don't believe we can safely recommend any of the other anchors at this time because we have not tested them and their listed
strengths are lower than the values used to design the strap tie-down system.
2. You had also asked about the possibility of using a reduced anchorage with your F-shape barrier. You had stated that you typically
allow for 2'-4' offsets from the edge of the bridge deck or drop off and you wanted to know if you could use some form of reduced
anchor in the holes used for the bolt through tie-down. I have looked at this, and I cannot see any way to do this without significant
effort and some testing. The available concrete anchors would not work well with the bolt holes currently in the barrier. In addition, it
would be very difficult to predetermine the performance of the anchors used in that application. As such, we are recommending that
you use either the strap tie-down or the bolt through tie-down we have developed previously. In addition, we will be testing a tie-down
for use on asphalt surfaces some time this summer that should be available to you as well.
If you have any questions, or if I missed something, please let me know.

Response
Date: 05-13-2004
Attachment: https://mwrsf-qa.unl.edu/attachments/615c42bdb55c7651aee7185146295eac.pdf
Attachment: https://mwrsf-qa.unl.edu/attachments/615c42bdb55c7651aee7185146295eac.xls

New York Cable Anchor Modification
Question
State: CT
Date: 05-17-2004
The Connecticut Department of Transportation entered a research needs statement to the Midwest States Regional Pooled Fund to
develop a maintenance friendly modification to the New York State NCHRP 350 approved cable end anchor. MwRSF suggested that
this task was small enough to be done through the use of the Pooled Fund consulting agreement.

The NY cable anchorage consists of an end anchor and first post embedded into a concrete foundation. The first post, post no. 1,
employs a slip base to disengage the top of the post during an impact on the end of the system. Performance of the system has been
satisfactory, but the bottom of post no. 1, which is set in a concrete foundation, tends to get damaged during impacts. Repair of this
damage requires full replacement of the concrete anchorage at an approximate cost of $1,100.00. If the system could be modified so
only post no. 1 need be replaced, the cost of repair would be reduced to approximately $10.00 - $15.00.

Attachment: https://mwrsf-qa.unl.edu/attachments/b105147b9d3e46be02c66132910a74c4.jpg
Attachment: https://mwrsf-qa.unl.edu/attachments/7582b0af2460b0802b53ec9fd2382513.jpg
Attachment: https://mwrsf-qa.unl.edu/attachments/0fedd973f483f827c4556d8ace7de7e5.jpg
Attachment: https://mwrsf-qa.unl.edu/attachments/6da8dc25db9d21e610d91b5512d4ac4f.jpg

Response
Date: 05-18-2004
MwRSF has redesigned post no. 1 in the NY cable end anchorage. Instead, setting the base of post no. 1 in concrete, a 4"x3"x39
3/8"x1/4" A500 galvanized steel foundation tube will be cast into the concrete foundation. Post no. 1 remain the same, but will now sit
in the foundation tube rather than be cast in the concrete. A ¾" dia. Grade 5 hex bolt will be placed through the foundation tube at the
embedment depth of post no. 1. Post no. 1 will rest on this bolt to insure the proper installation height for the post. If damage now
occurs to post no. 1, the post can simply be pulled from the foundation tube and a new post no. 1 can be substituted in its place.
Drawing for the new end anchorage are attached.

Attachment: https://mwrsf-qa.unl.edu/attachments/b7b75257141e2c13c5859d8ae1e9adff.zip

Response
Date: 05-18-2004
Additional Details.
Attachment: https://mwrsf-qa.unl.edu/attachments/4cceec9cc78b547a02d97185853916f3.zip

Concrete Barrier Deflections
Question
State: NE
Date: 05-17-2004
Help My Memory is lacking:
The Iowa/ Kansas Concrete Protection Barrier was crash tested to 350 TL 3 and that the maximum deflections were as follows:
Freestanding = 24"
Strap down = 12"
Bolt down using 3 bolts from the front or traffic side = 6"

Response
Date: 05-17-2004
Here are the revised numbers obtained in our prior publications.
TL-3
Iowa original F-shape concrete barrier - 1.15 m or 45.3 in.
Simulated F-shape at 85th percentile conditions - approx. 24 in.
Iowa F-shape with tie-down straps - 850 mm at top (33.5 in.) - barrier
placed approx. 12 in. from deck edge - recommended that distance could be
reduced to 6 in.
Kansas/Iowa F-shape concrete barrier with 3 anchor bolts - 287 mm at top
(11.3 in.) - barriers placed approx. 1 in. from deck edge
TL-3 Plus (Heavier truck)
Iowa/Kansas F-shape concrete barrier - approx. 57 in. (p.s. deflection) - more exact analysis still pending

Transitioning PCB to permanent concrete barrier
Question
State: MN
Date: 06-24-2004
Problem From MinnesotaSafety Workshop.
PCB connection to rigid structures (concrete bridge rails or bridge piers) pose high potential for snag at the
connection between the PCB and rigid hazard.

Response
Date: 06-24-2004
See attached.
Attachment: https://mwrsf-qa.unl.edu/attachments/91347679cbd2f41c27f322f1f32204b8.pdf

Alternatives to thrie beam bullnose
Question
State: MN
Date: 06-24-2004
Problem From MinnesotaSafety Workshop.
5-ft radius w-beam bullnose systems are upgraded when significantly damaged to the MwRSF thrie beam
bullnose. The MwRSF bullnose requires 10:1 front slope. There are significant costs to upgrade the system,
what alternatives exist?

Response
Date: 06-24-2004
See attached.
Attachment: https://mwrsf-qa.unl.edu/attachments/eee702325121a80bdd3bd2cafae23bf5.pdf

Type of guardrail between two bridges
Question
State: MN
Date: 06-24-2004
Problem From MinnesotaSafety Workshop.
What type of guardrail would work best between bridges 46003 and 932?

Response
Date: 06-24-2004
See attached.
Attachment: https://mwrsf-qa.unl.edu/attachments/a4be79036497dbd50d011b0b458c2a12.pdf

System choice between CMB attenuator and depressed median
Question
State: MN
Date: 06-24-2004
Problem From MinnesotaSafety Workshop.

Which barrier system would work best between the CMB attenuator and the depressed median section meeting
clear zone requirements?

Response
Date: 06-24-2004
See attached.
Attachment: https://mwrsf-qa.unl.edu/attachments/35d45f9286aae33c0d2064a6bd72e372.pdf

6" vs 8" unreinforced concrete median barriers
Question
State: MN
Date: 06-24-2004
As you probably know we are trying to increase the thickness of our median concrete barriers from 6" to 8" and add min. amount of
reinforcement to match AASHTO's design. However, we are facing some resistance from the designers, they are telling me that we do
not have any problem with the non-reinforced 6" F-shape design now why change? On the other hand our bridge department did some
strength requirement calculations and they are telling me that our 6" non-reinforced barrier does not have the required strength under
NCHRP 350 (~ 54-60 Kips). I appreciate your comments and guidance in this matter.

Response
Date: 06-28-2004
With regard to the issue of concrete median barriers, I am aware that much discussion has taken place within MnDOT over the last 6 to
12 months. In my opinion, non-reinforced concrete barriers are not my first choice, in that over time, significant cracking can occur
due to environmental changes. If impacts later occur in regions where these cracks or even large gaps are located, then vehicle
penetrations or snag may occur. Yes, it is possible to design thick, non-reinforced barriers to resist the vehicle loads imparted into
them when the barriers have continuity. However, when discontinuities exist, it is uncertain whether vehicle containment and a safe
redirection will result.
In my opinion, the issue of barrier width is mostly a non-issue as long as adequate steel reinforcement is provided. A steel reinforced
barrier (half-section bridge railing), configured with a 6-in. width, has been shown to meet both the TL-3 and TL-4 safety performance
requirements of NCHRP 350. Thus, as long as adequate longitudinal and vertical steel is provided, then narrower widths can be
designed to meet the safety standards.
Over the last several years, MwRSF researchers have conducted significant research on an 8-in. wide (top end), steel reinforced, Fshape concrete barrier that could be used in both temporary, free-standing applications as well as in two alternative tied-down
applications. This research was all conducted according to the TL-3 safety standards. From this effort, the importance of the steel
reinforcement and 8-in. barrier width was shown on more than one occasion, actually 3 to 4 occasions. Had this barrier design been
narrower, say 6-in. at the top, and had the same quantity of steel but just placed inward due to the 2-in. decrease in barrier width, we
likely would not have safely redirected the pickup truck in multiple crash tests.
In summary, several concrete barrier designs can be optimized to use either the 6 or 8-in. top widths as long as adequate steel
reinforcement is provided. However, non-reinforced concrete barriers should not be used unless it can be shown that they will perform
in an acceptable manner after being exposed to significant environmental conditions and contain the cracks or gaps within them at the
time of testing (i.e., loss of rail continuity).
If you have any questions regarding the information contained herein, please feel free to contact me at your earliest convenience.

Cable barrier clear zone
Question
State: MN
Date: 06-24-2004
Problem From Minnesota Safety Workshop.
6-ft deep pond near and/or within clear zone. Culvert at upstream end of pond. Three cable barrier used to
protect entire obstacle, including portions outside of clear zone. 10:1 approach slope to the cable barrier and 2:15:1 slope beginning 2-ft behind barrier. No accident history.

Response
Date: 06-24-2004
See attached.
Attachment: https://mwrsf-qa.unl.edu/attachments/36fd4479ea18482aa0ca9237e3f4441a.pdf

Old Minnesota Bullnose System Steel Post Limits
Question
State: MN
Date: 06-25-2004
Based on the testing of the NCHRP 230 tested Minnesota Bullnose barrier, at what point do you recommend that steel posts can be
safely used in the system?

Response
Date: 06-28-2004
Looking at the old test report, in the 4,500 lbs sedan test, six posts on one side of the system plus the center post where fractured. In
addition, 3 posts were fractured on the other side of the system. It was also noted that the sedan was not completely stopped by the
system, but instead had a low level impact with the concrete piers in the center of the system.
Based on the posts broken in the system and the fact that the car stopped a bit prematurely due to impact with the bridge pier, we are
recommending that steel posts not be used for the frist 13 posts in the system. That would mean that the center post and the first six
posts on each side of the system need to be wood posts as specified in the tested design.

